In the ever-evolving landscape of global education, the need for cohesive and impactful teacher learning opportunities has become more pressing than ever. We recognize that the current state of fragmented and disjointed professional development offerings in many countries falls short of equipping teachers with the expertise they require to thrive in the classroom.

That’s why we are thrilled to announce the launch of the Building Expert Teachers Through Evidence-based Research (BETTER) program.

Developed in collaboration with Dr Lindsay Brown from NYU Global TIES for Children and Laura Killips, BETTER represents an innovative approach to teacher professional development.

Great teachers leave a profound and lasting impact, igniting a spark within us to strive for greatness. Now, envision a world where all students, especially the most marginalized, have equal access to transformative teaching.

This vision resonates not only with students but also with educators with whom I’ve worked in the U.S. and around the globe. They yearn for a world where they can refine their skills through high-quality learning opportunities, acquire practical techniques, practice their craft, and receive support through meaningful collaboration.

As believers in the power of education, it is our responsibility to invest in the teachers who make it all possible. By empowering them, we create a brighter future for children and society as a whole.
At its core, BETTER aims to provide practical, intentional, and sustained learning experiences for teachers that are flexible, scalable, and adaptive.

By utilizing practice-based strategies, BETTER empowers educators to cultivate their foundational skills and knowledge, while ensuring ongoing support through the guidance of collaborative structures and valuable educational resources.

To explore the BETTER program in detail and to learn more about our commitment to enhancing teacher professional development, please visit our website: https://globaltiesforchildren.nyu.edu/tpd
To gain deeper insights into the BETTER approach, we invite you to watch our exclusive interview with Dr. Lindsay Brown, where she shares her passion for transforming teacher professional development and the impact it can have on student learning.

Join us as we embark on this transformative journey to reshape the future of teacher learning.

Together, we can empower educators worldwide, fostering a generation of expert teachers dedicated to unlocking the true potential of every student.
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Visit our website to learn more about NYU Global TIES for Children